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ABSTRACT
This paper gift a brand new offer chain management system supported measure performance using dataming software package. one amongst the foremost necessary a part of this study lays in scrutiny the foremost common softwares, concerning several criterias. This study can facilitate managers to require choices and enhance supply chain publicly administrations mistreatment the mix of data systems and dataming studies. The information system is predicated on a brand new approach mistreatment client complaints. It helps to get dashboards, reports and charts so as to check every provider results and verify the standard of every delivery.

1 INTRODUCTION
Supply Chain Management (SCM) has revolutionized the management of intra- and interorganizational flows. thought of as a brand new management philosophy that perceives relations between corporations as an entire, and not as a fragment of unrelated entities, it permits the introduction of a brand new discipline, that behaviour is no longer restricted to straightforward supply problems, but is more in different fields management like marketing, strategy and management operations [1]. Private corporations aren't the sole ones that ar adopting offer chain management, there are public administration that integrate this methodology in their daily work to optimize the working conditions of staff and satisfy citizens. The Mediterranean Partner Countries (MPCs), particularly those within the South Mediterranean, display varied logistics-transport weaknesses. The proximity to the ecu market of states such as Morocco and Republic of Tunisia, well-integrated into Euro-Mediterranean trade, lends them a competitive advantage in responsiveness for timesensitive sectors with relation to areas giving lower prices (low-cost countries) however that ar farther away. This comparatively competitive advantage is unfortunately hampered by supply underperformance on all levels [2]. It would be wise that governments adopt a supply chain management strategy overseen by a global system that helps call making. There ar many software package during this sense that enable oversight company's performance based on offer chain key indicators. A offer chain exists to support the market that it serves. to spot the performance that a offer chain ought to deliver, we'd like to live totally different indicators and analyze them. Linking offer chain KPIs by the right analysis provides higher understanding of the problems and mistakes happened in history and recording these changes and root causes is incredibly necessary, as learning section [3]. The implementation of a offer chain management publicly administration can facilitate the government to raised manage their knowledge flow, improve the standard of delivered merchandise, and reduce procurance budget, by giving the interior user the chance to present feedback mistreatment associate degree information platform. The data collected are going to be used to calculate Key Performance Indicators (KPI) and knowledge dynasty can facilitate government creating decisions.

2 PROBLEMATIC
Most corporations forget that quality is outlined by customers reviews, that specific their analysis in respect of a specific product or service. Most of the time, this contact primarily based approach is restricted to a few surveys or claim boxes that ar usually neglected and undeveloped despite containing the key to their products continuous improvement. The positive impact of SCM on operational performance will ensue altogether dimensions. Cooperation, method integration, long-term relationship, processes improvement and reduction inventories and lead-time. the knowledge sharing reduces uncertainty within the whole chain, leading to better coming up with and management processes. Cooperation and processes integration between members of the same chain lead to price and time reduction any to quality and suppleness enhancements, as each organization will specialize in its core competencies and an effective governance mechanism is chosen. Empirically, it's been
shown that cooperation and long-term relationship have positive result on quality, delivery and time reduction. External integration conjointly drives shortening deadlines since design, development and processed at the same time. They are SCM as a three-d construct impacts the firm performance as an entire [4]. In order to boost communication between SCM actors, it might be fascinating to include the procedure of client complaints into the process of the availability chain so as to create the client a number one participant in a full of life thanks to ameliorate the company's merchandise and create financial improvement. so as to assist policy makers higher select their suppliers and outline their specifications wants, it's necessary to use KPIs and knowledge dynasty. These tools can facilitate analyzing knowledge and activity internal and external organization.

3 BENCHMARK STUDY

Most of Moroccan public administration use Microsoft technologies, so our data system is created by Microsoft tools, remains to specify what would be the software package which will facilitate USA in our data processing analysis. A benchmark study of the most necessary tools that analyze knowledge mistreatment algorithms supported knowledge dynasty is required. The next figure describe 2 quite datamining softwares and gives samples of every kind. Softwares are classified in 2 categories: The commercial and free softwares. We selected The Microsoft resolution, the SAS entreprise manual laborer, Tanagra and RapidMiner because the most used datamining softwares so as to create a benchmark study and outline the best software package which can facilitate us to create higher choices USAing the availability chain management system information. PowerPivot for Excel: Makes straightforward the access to datamining and business intelligence analysis From Microsoft surpass and Sharepoint. The online analytic processing (OLAP)solutions are created by the Powerpivbot FO surpass, it helps to analyse multimensional knowledge from multiple views. Sharing these solutions is created by the Powerpivbot for Sharepoint and creating showing the analysed data and reports from any knowledgebase platform[5].

SAS Enterprise manual laborer: SAS Enterprise Miner is a part of SAS software package, a really powerful information delivery system for accessing, managing, analyzing, and presenting knowledge. SAS Enterprise manual laborer has been developed to support the whole {data mining|data methoding} process from knowledge manipulation to classifications and predictions [6]. Tanagra: could be a free data processing software package for academic and analysis functions. It proposes many data mining strategies from explorative knowledge analysis, applied mathematics learning, machine learning and databases space. TANAGRA is associate degree "open supply project" as each scientist will access to the source code, and add his own algorithms, as far as he agrees and conforms to the software package distribution license[7]. RapidMiner: RapidMiner is associate degree open supply knowledge mining tool that gives data processing and machine learning procedures as well as knowledge loading and transformation, knowledge preprocessing and visualization, modelling, evaluation, and deployment [8]. To perform a comparative study of various methods, a selection of indicators is needed:

- price : is that the tool free for analysis studies
- Research: is that the software package helps to create research studies
- Platform Variety: it runs on typical business user platforms?
- knowledge Size: however well will the software package scale to large knowledge sets?
- Efficiency: will the software package manufacture results in a cheap quantity of your time relative to the data size, the constraints of the rule, and other variables?
- software package design :Does the software package have a simple design for users[9].

4 PLANNED RESOLUTION

This section provides a method to develop appropriate objectives attributes and elaborated evaluation contents for evaluating SCM systems. We outline our system by a brand new proposed approach that we tend to name CSAP (CLAIM, STUDY, ACT, PROPOSE) it's supported the following steps:

- Claim: Defines the primary step of the cycle of CSAP approach. the most objectives of this phase are: the gathering of client complaints, the definition of product demand, the definition of the matter, harvest shopper proposals, receiving a drag description and a declaration of a brand new would like.
- Study: once receiving the client complaints, the corporate must study the data sent by the purchasers to investigate it and deeply study the matter.
This step, which is represented by the word "Study", is the heaviest of these represented within the CSAP cycle. This step is predicated on process the info collected so as to own a thought regarding the quality of the merchandise bestowed on the market. It ought to be supported applied mathematics studies and dashboards to facilitate higher cognitive process and supply chain improvement. Indeed, the best way to analyze all client complaints is to establish statistics to know the claims evolution. These statistics studies are going to be done using the TANAGRA free software package with the help of SQL server. Act: during this step, the corporate should take into account the various statistics and results to propose changes to its offer chain. If, for example, we tend to found that eightieth of consumers believe that the standard of the merchandise of a specific complete is low, then the corporate should work out an answer with the provider. Propose: it's the ultimate stage of CSAP cycle which permits the corporate to place the merchandise in the market once modification. the target of this step is to push the shopper to check the new product, increase loyal customers numbers, reward customers World Health Organization submitted their feedbacks, and persuade them to assist the company up the standard of its merchandise by spotlight the importance of their inputs.

5 CONCLUSION

Our system is created with Microsoft products commissioned to the Moroccan Ministry of Energy and Mines, particularly visual studio 2010 as integrated development surroundings that is employed to develop pc programs or net application and SQL server 2008 R2 as on-line database management system. Our system saves lots of necessary Data which will be analyzed with the Tanagra system. Some of these knowledge there is: □ The shopper claims □ the merchandise claimed □ the corporate claimed Tanagra could be a free data processing software package for teaching and analysis. It implements a series of data mining strategies from the sphere of explorative statistics, knowledge analysis, machine learning and knowledge bases
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